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We present a search for the decays of a neutral scalar boson produced by kaons decaying at
rest, in the context of the Higgs portal model, using the MicroBooNE detector. We analyze data
triggered in time with the Fermilab NuMI neutrino beam spill, with an exposure of 1.93 × 1020
protons on target. We look for monoenergetic scalars that come from the direction of the NuMI
hadron absorber, at a distance of 100 m from the detector, and decay to electron-positron pairs.
We observe one candidate event, with a Standard Model background prediction of 1.9± 0.8. We set
an upper limit on the scalar–Higgs mixing angle of θ < (3.3 − 4.6) × 10−4 at the 95% confidence
level for scalar boson masses in the range (100 − 200) MeV/c2. We exclude at the 95% confidence
level the remaining model parameters required to explain the central value of a possible excess of
K0L → π0νν̄ decays reported by the KOTO collaboration. We also provide a model-independent
limit on a new boson X produced in K → πX decays and decaying to e+e−.
The Higgs portal model [1] is an extension to the Stan-
dard Model in which an electrically-neutral real singlet
scalar boson (S) mixes with the Higgs boson with mixing
angle θ. Through this mixing, S acquires a coupling to
Standard Model fermions proportional to sin θ and their
Yukawa couplings with the Higgs boson. For masses be-
tween twice the electron mass and twice the muon mass,
and assuming that there are no new dark sector parti-
cles lighter than half its mass, S will decay to electron-












where mS is the scalar boson mass, me is the electron
mass, and v is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value.
For these masses, S can be produced from a kaon two-
body decay in association with a pion, with the dominant
production process being a penguin diagram with a top
quark running in the loop. The partial width of the pro-











where mK is the kaon mass, mπ is the pion mass, mt is
the top quark mass, Vtd and Vts are the elements of the
CKM matrix, and λ is the Källen Lambda function.
In 2019, the KOTO collaboration reported [3] the ob-
servation of four K0L → π0 + invisible decay candidates,
a rate two orders of magnitude more frequent than the
Standard Model prediction for K0L → π0νν̄ decays. One
candidate was rejected due to upstream veto activity, but
three candidates remained as unexplained. In a recent
publication [4] they have re-evaluated their background
expectation to 1.22± 0.26 counts, and the statistical sig-
nificance of the observed data has reduced to a p-value
of 0.13. The Higgs portal model could explain [5–7] any
excess in the KOTO dataset. The value of θ for a central
value of 1.78 counts (θKCV) is ≈ (4− 5)× 10−4 over the
mS range of (100−200) MeV/c2. The E949 collaboration
excludes [8] θKCV for mS < 120 MeV/c
2, and the NA62
collaboration excludes it [9] for mS > 160 MeV/c
2.
This letter presents the first search for Beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) electron-positron pair produc-
tion in a liquid argon time projection chamber using the
MicroBooNE detector, and is the second search for BSM
physics in MicroBooNE following a search for heavy neu-
tral leptons [10]. We use the results of this search to
exclude at 95% confidence the remaining Higgs portal
model parameter space where θKCV has not been ex-
cluded.
The MicroBooNE experiment is primarily designed for
neutrino scattering measurements in Fermilab’s Booster
Neutrino Beam (BNB) [11, 12]. The detector sits just
below surface, and comprises an 85 ton liquid-argon
time projection chamber (TPC) with active dimensions
of 2.6 m along the drift direction (horizontal and per-
pendicular to the beam axis; x-coordinate in the de-
tector reference frame), 2.3 m in the vertical direction
(y-coordinate), and 10.4 m along the direction paral-
lel to the BNB direction (z-coordinate). Charged par-
ticles traversing the argon produce ionization electrons
and scintillation light. Drifted ionization electrons are
recorded by three wire planes with 3 mm pitch that are
oriented at 60◦ rotations relative to each other. An ar-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of MicroBooNE in the NuMI and BNB
beamlines, and the signal signature we are searching for.
tributed behind the wire planes provides timing informa-
tion for scintillation signals produced inside the cryostat.
Part-way through the detector operations, a cosmic ray
tagger (CRT) system [13] was installed, with four walls
of plastic scintillator panels situated along the top, bot-
tom, and long sides of the cryostat that provide timing
coincidence signals for some cosmic rays that enter the
TPC.
In addition to being on the BNB beamline, the Micro-
BooNE detector is also situated at a distance of 680 m
and 8◦ off-axis from the target of Fermilab’s Neutrinos
at the Main Injector (NuMI) neutrino beam [14], which
we have previously used to measure electron neutrino in-
teractions [15]. A schematic diagram of the detector po-
sition within the beamline is presented in Fig. 1. The
Main Injector delivers 120 GeV protons that impact the
graphite target, producing secondary hadrons. A system
of electromagnetic horns focuses charged particles either
towards or away from the beam axis, depending on the
horn polarity. In forward (reverse) horn current mode,
positively (negatively) charged mesons are bent towards
the beam axis to produce a beam mostly of neutrinos
(antineutrinos) from the meson decays. A 675 m long
helium-filled decay volume is situated downstream of the
target and horn system, at the end of which is a 5 m deep
hadron absorber. Any surviving hadrons will be stopped
in the absorber, and may produce secondary mesons in-
cluding K+ which will decay at rest. The absorber is at
a distance of ≈ 100 m from the MicroBooNE detector
and at an angle of ≈ 125◦ with respect to the BNB di-
rection, such that any particles that enter the detector
from the absorber are entering in the opposite direction
compared to most neutrino interactions seen by the de-
tector. We exploit the unique decay signature of scalar
bosons produced by K+ decaying at rest (KDAR) in the
NuMI hadron absorber to search for evidence of the Higgs
portal scalar model.
We analyze 0.92×1020 protons on target (POT) of ex-
posure during Run 1 of MicroBooNE’s operations (during
2015–2016), and 1.01× 1020 POT of Run 3 data (2017–
2018). During the Run 1 dataset period, the NuMI beam
operated in forward horn current mode, and reverse horn
current mode was used during the Run 3 period. The
CRT had been fully installed by the Run 3 period and
we use its information in the analysis of data from that
period. The beam-on data is read out from the detec-
tor (an “event”) when there is a NuMI beam spill timing
signal sent by the Fermilab accelerator complex. An on-
line trigger is employed to record only those events that
pass optical trigger criteria based on the total integrated
charge summed over all PMTs in a 100 ns window. This
trigger requires at least one PMT to produce a signal in
time with the beam, and the integrated charge has to be
above a configurable photoelectron threshold.
To estimate the cosmic-induced backgrounds, we
record a dataset of events produced out of time with
both beams that employs the same trigger thresholds,
called the beam-off dataset. In addition, there is an un-
biased dataset of out-of-time events for which the trigger
is not applied. This unbiased dataset forms the basis of
the simulated data. The hit pattern of simulated signal
decays or background neutrino interactions are overlaid
on top of the unbiased data on an event-by-event level,
which allows the cosmic contamination of signal or neu-
trino interactions to be estimated.
To simulate the scalar boson signal, we use the g4numi
program [16] which employs a GEANT4 [17] simulation of
the NuMI beamline to produce the position and timing
distribution of KDAR in the NuMI hadron absorber. For
the absolute rate we use the MiniBooNE estimate [18] of
0.085 muon neutrinos from KDAR in the NuMI hadron
absorber per POT. The scalars are emitted isotropically
from the kaon decay positions, and the scalar’s veloc-
ity and lab-frame lifetime is used to distribute the scalar
decay position, keeping only those that decay within the
detector active volume. The electron-positron pair is sim-
ulated isotropically in the rest frame, and boosted by the
scalar’s momentum.
The g4numi program is also used to simulate the flux of
neutrinos that intersect the detector, which produce the
other component of the background to this search. We
use the same PPFX [16, 19] package as used by the MIN-
ERvA [20] and NOvA [21] collaborations to correct the
central value neutrino flux prediction and provide flux
uncertainties. We use GENIE [22] to calculate the neu-
trino interaction cross sections and final state kinemat-
ics, in which the models for charged-current quasielastic
scattering and scattering on a pair of correlated nucleons
have been tuned based on data from T2K [23]. Neu-
trino interactions are simulated both inside the cryostat
and outside where secondary products enter the detector.
For both signal and background simulations, the decay
or interaction products are propagated through a GEANT4
simulation of the detector. The response of the detector
to both light and charge is simulated.
All three types of data (beam-on, beam-off, and simu-
lated) are processed through the same chain of recon-
struction algorithms. The optical reconstruction uses
the PMT waveforms to produce “flashes” of coincident
PMT hits. For the TPC information, we apply a two-
4
dimensional deconvolution of the signal waveforms on the
wires within each plane [24, 25]. Hits are formed from
a Gaussian peak finding algorithm applied to the wire
waveform. The Pandora framework [26] uses particle flow
algorithms to cluster the hits of a single plane, and then
match clusters across planes into three-dimensional re-
constructed objects, which Pandora classifies as “tracks”
or “showers” based on a multivariate classifier score.
Pandora also “slices” the event into groups of recon-
structed objects that it considers to be independent in-
teractions (either cosmogenic or beam-induced) and re-
moves well-identified cosmic slices. For any remaining
slices, a flash-matching algorithm is applied to produce
a PMT hit hypothesis using the reconstructed objects in
the slice. The algorithm attempts to match the hypo-
thetical PMT hit distribution with the observed flashes
in the beam timing window, and calculates a χ2 value
for the best match. The best matching slice of these re-
maining slices is labeled as the neutrino slice.
To preselect decay candidates in the event, we use the
neutrino slices. The slice has to be matched to a PMT
flash with a time of [5.8, 16.8] µs within the 20 µs PMT
readout window (where the NuMI prompt neutrino spill
produces flashes in the range [6.1, 15.7] µs), and the flash-
matching χ2 has to be less than 10. An additional selec-
tion is imposed on the Run 3 data, requiring that events
cannot have a CRT hit in coincidence with the beam
timing. The total number of objects in the slice has to
be ≤ 5, and of these, a maximum of 4 can be labeled
as tracks. For all possible pairs of objects in the slice,
the minimum distance between the object vertices (for
reconstructed tracks, both start or end positions, and
for showers, only start positions) is calculated. If this
distance is less than 5 cm, a decay vertex is produced
at the mid-point between the object vertices with the
minimum separation. The position of the decay vertex
has to be reconstructed within the active volume of the
detector. Slices with more than two objects could con-
ceivably form multiple decay candidates, all of which are
preselected and passed through the boosted decision tree
(BDT) selection.
We apply two different BDTs to the preselected candi-
dates: one trained against cosmic backgrounds, and one
trained against neutrino interactions simulated inside the
cryostat. Each BDT is trained separately over the Run 1
events and Run 3 events, i.e., there are four BDTs in to-
tal. We split the run periods because the use of the CRT
in Run 3 and the differences between forward and reverse
horn current operations can change the topologies and
properties of the background distributions that the BDTs
are trained against. We use xgboost [27] to train and ap-
ply the BDTs. We train the BDTs on ten input variables
each. Nine of the ten input variables are the same for the
cosmic-focused and neutrino-focused BDTs. These are:
(1) the opening angle between the two reconstructed ob-
jects; (2) the opening angle in the plane transverse to the
hadron absorber direction from the detector center; (3,4)
the two angles between the two objects and the hadron
absorber direction; (5) the Pandora track/shower score of
the larger of the two objects (when ordered by number
of hits); (6) the number of hits of the larger object; (7)
the total number of hits contained in other objects in the
slice, not including the two objects that form the decay
candidate; (8) the maximum y-coordinate, relative to the
decay vertex position, of shower start positions or track
start or end positions, for any other objects in the slice;
and (9) the minimum z-coordinate, relative to the decay
vertex position, of shower start positions or track start or
end positions, for any other objects in the slice. The last
two variables are treated as “missing” within xgboost
if the slice contains only two objects. The tenth input
variable of the cosmic-focused BDT is the length of the
larger object. The tenth input variable of the neutrino-
focused BDT is the number of tracks in the slice. For all
input variables and output BDT score distributions we
observe good data-simulation agreement in a control re-
gion of data with an early flash time (as the scalar boson
signal is delayed by ≈ 600 ns with respect to the prompt
neutrino interactions due to time-of-flight differences).
The BDTs are trained on a signal simulation where
each decay is of a scalar boson with mS uniformly cho-
sen between 100 and 200 MeV/c2, in order to reduce
the dependence of the BDTs on mS in the range where
θKCV has not been excluded. The candidates used in the
training have to be well-reconstructed, with the cosmic
contamination of each object below 10%, and the recon-
structed vertex and directions close to the generated val-
ues. The neutrino-focused BDT is trained against 10%
of the simulated statistics of neutrino interactions in the
cryostat, with the other 90% along with all the out-of-
cryostat simulated interactions used for the sensitivity
and limit calculations. Each reconstructed object used in
the neutrino background training sample is required to
have cosmic contamination below 10%, similar to the sig-
nal sample. The cosmic-focused BDT is trained against
beam-off candidates that fail the flash-matching χ2 re-
quirement.
To select candidate decays, we require the two BDT
scores to be above a minimum score. We choose the four
minimum scores that maximize the sensitivity of the se-
lection to the model parameter θ for mS = 100 MeV/c
2,
as we expect even better sensitivity at higher masses.
The 95% confidence level (CL) sensitivity and limit are
calculated for a single-bin counting experiment with the
modified-frequentist CLs method, using the RooStats
statistical package [28], including systematic uncertain-
ties as constrained Gaussian nuisance terms.
We consider several classes of systematic uncertainty.
We include the simulation statistical uncertainty and
beam-off data statistical uncertainty as uncertainties for
the model prediction. The flux normalization uncer-
tainty on the signal model is set to 30% as used by Mini-
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TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties for the signal and back-
ground model in the signal region.
Uncertainty Background Signal
Flux (hadron production) 26.6% 30.0%
Cross section model 33.4% –
Detector model 70.0% 5.0%
Beam-off statistics 38.0% –
Simulation statistics 28.2% < 2.0%
BooNE [18]. The uncertainty on the background neu-
trino cross section modeling is evaluated by reweighting
events using tools included with GENIE [29]. Interaction
physics model parameters (both in GENIE and GEANT4)
are varied multiple times within their 1 standard devi-
ation uncertainties, and a weight is calculated for each
simulated event between the central value and the modi-
fied model. The uncertainty on the event count in the
selection is calculated from the standard deviation of
weighted event counts across the variations. A similar
procedure is followed to estimate the uncertainty on the
background neutrino flux model due to hadron produc-
tion uncertainties, using PPFX [19]. The flux uncertainty
due to the beamline model (including focusing) is negligi-
ble compared to the hadron production uncertainty [15],
and is not included.
Systematic uncertainties due to the modeling of the de-
tector are evaluated through modified simulations vary-
ing parameters of the detector model. They are esti-
mated to be 70% for the neutrino background simula-
tion (dominated by the low statistics of simulated neu-
trino events in the signal region after selection) and 5%
for the signal simulation, taken to be the relative dif-
ferences of event yields in the signal region between the
central value and ten detector model variations summed
in quadrature. The first five detector model variations
are: (1) uncertainties in the space charge mapping [30],
(2) the ion–electron recombination model, (3) a decrease
in light yield, (4) an increase in the Rayleigh scattering
length, and (5) changing the light attenuation between
anode and cathode side. We also modify the simulated
TPC wire waveform amplitudes and widths. The sizes
of the modifications are characterized in five dimensions
based on hit positions, track angles with respect to the
wires, and energy deposited per unit length. The modifi-
cation sizes are estimated by comparing orthogonal data
samples rich in protons and cosmic muons to the cen-
tral value simulation. These five wire modifications (each
dimension independently) are then applied to the signal
and background simulation and used to extract the event
yield variation. Although the uncertainty on the detec-
tor model for the background prediction is large, the final
result is statistics-limited and this uncertainty has min-
imal impact with respect to repeating the analysis with
zero detector uncertainty. The uncertainties in the sig-
TABLE II. Estimated signal selection efficiency for a scalar
boson decay inside the TPC, and event yield (unweighted
and beam-on exposure-weighted, with the expected signal for
θKCV).
Event count
Category Eff. (%) Unwt. Exp. Wt.
Beam-off dataset 10 1.1± 0.4
Neutrino simulation 16 0.8± 0.7
Signal (120 MeV/c2) 14.0± 0.8 7268 4.9± 1.5
Signal (160 MeV/c2) 14.9± 0.9 7654 12.2± 3.6
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FIG. 2. The 95% confidence level sensitivity and observed
limit of this search to the Higgs portal model parameter θ.
nal region after the optimal BDT selection are given in
Table I.
After applying the BDT selection, the number of
events expected for each background contribution and for
several signal definitions are shown in Table II. The ta-
ble also presents the estimated signal selection efficiency.
The total expected background-only prediction is 1.9±0.8
candidate events.
In the beam-on dataset, we observe two candidates in
the signal region. We reject one candidate because its
flash time of 5.84 µs lies in the window between the start
of the selection time (5.8 µs) and the start of the neutrino
interactions (6.1 µs), making it an obvious cosmic back-
ground interaction. This post-selection cut only affects
the cosmic background, reducing the cosmic acceptance
by 2.7%, with negligible effect on the sensitivity. When
we manually inspect the TPC readout of the other candi-
date event, the two objects have the characteristics of a
proton and a photon, and so it is likely to be a neutrino-
induced background.
With one observed event we set the 95% CL upper limit
on the Higgs portal model presented in Fig. 2. The ob-
served and expected limits for several scalar boson masses
are enumerated in Table III, and for a wider range of
masses in the Supplemental Materials [31]. The upper
limit is compared with θKCV, along with other experi-
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TABLE III. Observed and expected (median, ±1, 2 standard
deviation) 95% CL upper limits on the Higgs portal parameter
θ for several scalar boson masses.
mS Obs. limit Expected limits (10
−4)
(MeV/c2) (10−4) −2 s.d. −1 s.d. med. +1 s.d. +2 s.d.
120 4.0 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.9 7.6
140 3.7 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.5 7.1
160 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.6 4.2 6.5
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200














FIG. 3. The MicroBooNE 95% CL upper limit (shaded) in
the context of the model parameter θKCV required to explain
the central value of 1.78 counts in KOTO (dotted line), and
exclusion contours from other experiments (solid lines; re-
gions above the lines are excluded). The KOTO central value
is adapted from Ref. [6] and scaled by
√
(3− 1.22)/3 to re-
flect updated background estimates from the KOTO collabo-
ration [4]. The limits for E949 [8] and NA62 [9] are published
by the collaborations, whereas the CHARM [6] and LSND [32]
limits are reinterpretations of other searches.
mental limits, in Fig. 3. In Fig.4 we present our result as
a model-independent limit on a new boson X produced
in K+ → π+X decays, and decaying to e+e− pairs, for
X masses in the range [100, 210] MeV/c2.
The limit presented in this publication rules out the
remaining Higgs portal model parameter space required
to explain the central value of a mild excess in KOTO
at the 95% confidence level. Our limit is the most con-
straining for mS ≈ (120− 160) MeV/c2 and is directly
derived from our own experimental data. The previous
most stringent constraints in this range were reinterpre-
tations of decades-old CHARM [6, 33] and LSND [32]
measurements, performed recently by independent au-
thors without access to the raw experimental data. We
have ≈ 2 × 1021 POT of as-yet unprocessed NuMI data
along with ≈ 1 × 1021 POT of currently-blinded BNB
data that we will analyze in the future, and expect im-
proved sensitivities [2].
This document was prepared by the MicroBooNE col-
laboration using the resources of the Fermi National Ac-
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2 = 50 MeV/cXm
2 = 100 MeV/cXm
2 = 120 MeV/cXm
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95% CL upper limits
FIG. 4. Model-independent upper limits on the product of
the production and decay branching ratios of a new boson X
as a function of the X boson lifetime τX and mass mX .
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